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Creating a Content Strategy
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A. Audit landscape



Audit landscape

•What kind of content are 
you posting? 

•Best-performing posts 
•Worst-performing 
posts 

•Traffic drivers 
•How often are you 
posting content? 

•Cross-platform 
opportunities



Distinctly MSU = More Instagram engagement

13.3k 12.1k 10.7k 10.1k 9.9k

9.3k 8.6k 8.2k 7.7k 6.5k



First, best, only and emotional storytelling =  
best -performing posts

6.3k 5.1k 5k 3.8k 2.7k

1.9k 1.8k 1.6k 1.5k 1.3k



Takeaways & Insights

•Nearly 3/4 of MSU’s top 100 Instagram posts were user-
generated content. 

•Staged headshots performed poorly on Instagram. 
•Listicles or wrap-up stories performed among the lowest on 
both Facebook and Twitter. 

•The majority of top-performing posts on Facebook had a visual 
element. 

•Many top-performing posts on Twitter were retweets with 
commentary.



Audit landscape

•What are the platform 
projections? 

•Trends 
•Features on road map 
•Preferred content



Audit landscape

•Users watch 85% of Facebook video without sound. 
•One in three Instagram Stories contain #ad. 
•60% of consumers believe UGC is the most authentic marketing 
content. 

•Square Facebook videos get 35% more views than landscape 
videos. 

•Using more than two hashtags in a post will cause a decline in 
engagement. 

•Twitter recently implemented forced quote tweet prompt.



B. Assess competitors



Assess competitors

•What platforms are similar organizations, departments or units 
using? 

•Number of followers 
•Content strategy 
•Best- and worst-performing posts 

•Who is your favorite? Why? 
•Who is your least favorite? Why? 



Assess competitors



Assess competitors



C. Build strategy



Goals

Drive affinity and esteem through engaging content 
specific to social media1

2 Boost sentiment through meaningful interactions on 
social media that elicit brand advocacy

Drive traffic to content that deepens relationship and 
builds reputation by XX%

Increase valuable engagement across platforms by 
XX%



Goals

1 Drive traffic to content that deepens relationship and 
builds reputation by XX%



Goals

2 Increase valuable engagement across platforms by 
XX%



Content opportunities

Instead of producing content that ends up being put 
on social, content is created for social2

Look for opportunities to align brand messages in an 
engaging way (trending topics, holidays, MSU events, 

etc.)
1

Can link back to MSU websites, but will likely be 
consumed within social3



Content buckets

Affinity + Esteem

Content that 
drives reputation 

and admiration for 
the work being 
done and the 

impact it has on 
others



Content buckets

Affinity

Content that 
defines what it 
means to be a 
Spartan and 

aligns with the 
brand



Content buckets

Spartan Spirit

Content that 
instills a sense of 
pride about being 
a Spartan from a 

school spirit 
standpoint



Content types



Content types: Signature products



Content types: “Feature” stories



Content types: Repurposed content



Content types: Resurfaced content



Content types: UGC (Proactive)



Content type: UGC (Reactive)



Content types: News & media



Content types: Quote tiles



Content types: Historical



Content types: Motivational



Content types: Holiday



Content types: #Day



Content types: Trending topics



Content types: Campus photos



Content types: Campus shares



Content types: Pride points



Content types: Stories



Content types: Live videos



Content types: Text over video



Content types: Emergency/crisis



Content shift

• Goal: Provide students with support and a sense of home and 
belonging via social media. 

• Content needed to focus on: 

• Information: Timely resources, updates, etc. 

• Place: The physical space and traditions of campus 

• User-generated content (UGC) 

• Empathy: Q&As, quotes, etc. 



Content shift



Content shift



Content shift

• Use social listening to guide your tone.  

• Acknowledge how your audience is feeling when and where you can.  

• Talk to your audience like they talk to and about each other.  

• Highlight and elevate your audience’s voices and content. 

• Lead with empathy.



D. Implement strategy



Create an editorial calendar



Develop a balance editorial calendar



Determine post frequency

4-5/week 3-5/day 4-5/week 5-6/week 1-2/week













Optimize content for social



Data is power



Data is power



Data is power
Benchmarks



Data is power
Benchmarks - By post type



Data is power
Benchmarks - By campaign



Resurface content



Resurface content



Resurface content



Retell stories



Use user-generated content



Make your content accessible

•Caption videos. 
•Use #CamelCase for hashtags vs. #alllowercase, which text-to-
speech tech will read as one word. 

•Avoid excessive emojis, and place them at the end of your copy. 
•Don’t use non-native characters. 
•Make alt text descriptive and meaningful.  
•Graphics should be relatively simple.



E. Best practices recap



Do your research every day



But proceed with caution



Engage your audience

Optimize content for your 
social audiences. 

One piece of amazing 
content is better than 100 
pieces of mediocre content. 

Resurface, reuse, retell 
stories that perform well. 



Think twice

Evaluate platform 
projections, trends and 
competitors. 

Make data-informed 
content decisions. 

Stay relevant to your 
brand.



Don’t be afraid to try new things



Remember social media is SOCIAL





Get started

#hesm 
Mashable 
Ragan 
TechCrunch: Social 
AdWeek 
Digiday 
Social @ Michigan State 
FB group  
(and newsletter!)



?


